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Abstract: A buildings resilience to seismic activity can be increased by providing ways for the structure to dynamically counteract the effect of the Earth’s crust movements. This ability is fundamental in certain regions of the globe, where earthquakes are more frequent, and can be achieved using different strategies. State-of-the-art anti-seismic buildings have, embedded on their structure, mostly passive actuators such as base isolation, Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) and viscous dampers that can be used to reduce the effect of seismic or even wind induced vibrations. The main disadvantage of this type of building vibration reduction strategies concerns their inability to adapt their properties in accordance to both the excitation signal or structural behaviour. This adaption capability can be promoted by adding to the building active type actuators operating under a closed-loop. However, these systems are substantially larger than passive type solutions and require a considerable amount of energy that may not be available during a severe earthquake due to power grid failure. An intermediate solution between these two extremes is the introduction of semi-active actuators such as magneto–rheological dampers. The inclusion of magneto–rheological actuators is among one of the most promising semi-active techniques. However, the overall performance of this strategy depends on several aspects such as the actuators number and location within the structure and the vibration sensors network. It can be the case where the installation leads to a non-collocated system which presents additional challenges to control. This paper proposes to tackle the problem of controlling the vibration of a non-collocated three-storey building by means of a brain–emotional controller tuned using an evolutionary algorithm. This controller will be used to adjust the stiffness coefficient of a magneto–rheological actuator such that the building’s frame oscillation under earthquake excitation, is mitigated. The obtained results suggest that, using this control strategy, it is possible to reduce the building vibration to secure levels.
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1. Introduction

Earthquakes are a natural phenomena that has one of the most the severe impact on the structural integrity of buildings. History is full of examples where the energy of seismic waves devastated entire cities. In general, the civil buildings can be made more robust under those types of Earth’s crust movement by proper engineering design and by including additional technological layers over the standard structural frame. Modern anti-seismic buildings include mostly passive actuators such as base isolation, TMDs and viscous dampers that can be used to weaken the effect of building vibrations...
due to external causes such as earthquakes. The main drawback of this strategy is related with its inability to change the building dynamics according to the disturbance energy. This limitation can be circumvented by the introduction of active control systems. However, these system are bulkier and require a considerable amount of energy that may not be available during a severe earthquake. Semi-active vibration reduction strategies can allow us to bypass some of these disadvantages while maintaining the ability to modify the dynamic response of buildings to the disturbances. The difference between active and semi-active vibration mitigation system depends essentially on the type of actuator in use. Pneumatic and hydraulic cylinders are examples of active actuators whereas magneto–rheological dampers or piezoelectric devices are classified as semi-active actuators. Besides requiring less external energy, in general semi-active vibration control leads to increased overall stability compared to active control [1,2]. For those reasons, the use of semi-active control systems is a trending research theme and can be found applied in many distinct engineering areas such as vehicles suspensions and smart structures just to name a few [3–14].

Smart anti-seismic civil structures rely heavily on the information provided by sensors and have the ability to change their dynamics by means of actuators whose behaviour is regulated by control algorithms. The control algorithm acts as the process brain and decides what type of actuation to perform in the presence of disturbances. Those disturbances can be directly measured by means of sensors such as accelerometers and strain gauges scattered along the building [15].

There are a large range of possible control algorithms that can be used in this context: from classical Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID) controllers up to more elaborated computational intelligence-based methods. Artificial intelligence methods are gradually taking their place in the current structural control systems panorama and proofing themselves as an effective method by leaving the realm of research and crystallizes into real civil structures application. Indeed, the NTT Facilities Inc. building, located in Tokyo, Japan has, since 2017, a seismic control system-based on artificial intelligence paradigms. The system, designed to control long-period ground motion, analyzes the building motion using artificial intelligence algorithms and counteracts the oscillation imposed by earthquakes by artificially generating vibrations with actuators. The authors strongly believe that the future trend in civil structures robustness will include the integration of artificial intelligence into buildings.

There are myriads of distinct soft-computing and artificial intelligence methods that can be applied in the problem of buildings vibration reduction. Brain–emotional learning-based intelligent control (BELBIC) is one of such paradigms. It has already been considered within the context of building vibration mitigation. For example, Reference [16] presents a numerical study where BELBIC was used to reduce the vibration of a building equipped with a magneto–rheological damper.

The two main problems with the use of BELBIC as a control strategy is, on the one hand, its very large number of parameters and, on the other, the overall controller sensitivity to the value of those parameters. In [17] this issue was tackled by means of an off-line training procedure where the BELBIC controller parameters were obtained by an evolutionary search algorithm. The article has shown that the vibration of one degree-of-freedom building under an 1D base disturbance was largely improved by this method when compared to simple ad-hoc controller tuning.

The present work follows from the above-mentioned one by extending it to a non-collocated control problem where a three-storey building and one actuator are considered. When compared to collocated systems, the control design of non-collocated processes is more challenging due to the increased stability degradation exhibited by those types of approaches. This work will show that the BELBIC controllers can be used for vibration reduction for non-collocated civil structure systems where its parameters can be obtained numerically by using a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm.

This paper will be divided into four main sections where, after this first introduction, the building vibration problem is described and the Brain Emotional Learning (BEL) control methodology is introduced. Section 2.2 will disclose the questions regarding the dynamic description of both the magneto–rheological dampers and the three-storey building. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe, in abstract,
2. Problem Statement

Structural vibration control aim to produce buildings that are able to withstand severe dynamic loads such as the ones created by seismic waves. This goal can be accomplished through proper building design and by the addition of passive, active or semi-active elements to the structure. Currently, great attention is given to semi-active elements due to the range of advantages they exhibit when compared to the remain solutions. Power consumption and overall system stability are just two of them.

Within the universe of semi-active actuators, magneto–rheological dampers are those who present themselves as more promising solutions. Those types of elements can change their damping coefficient by means of an external magnetic field which, in turn, is controlled by an applied electrical current. However, due to high non-linearity behaviour such as hysteresis, their use within a feedback control framework adds additional challenges. For example, common PID controllers are unable to provide a suitable control signal for the broad range of different operating points exhibited by the overall system. For this reason, computational intelligence-based controllers are more suited to adapt to all those different regimes.

Within the universe of different possible computational intelligence-based controllers, the current work considers the brain–emotional leaning (BEL) controller. The adaption mechanism behind these types of controller is inspired by the sections of the brain responsible to yield emotional reactions. Pair of stimuli and reactions are learned by the BEL model which includes a mathematical representation of the brain’s amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex and thalamus.

The behaviour and performance of a BELBIC-based control system strongly depend on its parametrization. Due to the large number of existing degrees-of-freedom, ad-hoc approaches to controller tuning only lead to sub-optimal closed loop responses. For this reason, automated parameter tuning methods must be considered. In this work, the controller design will be performed off-line, by means of a particle swarm optimization search method. This scheme requires a mathematical model of both the building and the actuator. In the following sections a three-storey building model with one installed magneto–rheological (MR) actuator will be described. Additionally, a short overview on BELBIC and PSO will be provided. Finally, the overall control system architecture will be presented.

2.1. The Building Mathematical Model

In this case study, the MR damper is located between ground and first floor as shown in the left hand-side of Figure 1. The mechanical behaviour of the building can be described by the lumped element model illustrated in the right-hand side of Figure 1.

The equation of motion describing the response of the system is defined as:

\[ M \frac{d^2X(t)}{dt^2} + C \frac{dX(t)}{dt} + K \cdot X(t) = \Gamma \cdot f_{c1}(t) - M \cdot \lambda \frac{d^2x_g(t)}{dt^2}, \]  

where \( X(t) \) defines the displacement response, \( f_{c1}(t) \) the control force, and \( \frac{d^2x_g(t)}{dt^2} \) the ground acceleration. The vectors \( \Gamma = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T \) and \( \lambda = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T \) regard the location of both
the control force and the earthquake excitation, respectively. In addition, \( M, C \) and \( K \) are the \( 3 \times 3 \) mass, damping and stiffness matrices described by:

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
m_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & m_2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & m_3 \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
c_1 + c_2 & -c_2 & 0 \\
-c_2 & c_2 + c_3 & -c_3 \\
0 & -c_3 & c_3 \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
K = \begin{bmatrix}
k_1 + k_2 & -k_2 & 0 \\
-k_2 & k_2 + k_3 & -k_3 \\
0 & -k_3 & k_3 \\
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

For the current work, the above matrices coefficients were defined as: \( m_1 = m_2 = m_3 = 100 \text{ kg}; \)
\( c_1 = 175 \text{ Ns/m}, c_2 = c_3 = 50 \text{ Ns/m} \) and \( k_1 = k_2 = k_3 = 6 \times 10^5 \text{ N/m}. \)

Moreover, the ground motion pattern imposed to the system during the simulations was derived from the 1940 north-south component of the El-Centro earthquake. Figure 2 presents the acceleration values along a time window of ten seconds taken at a sampling period of 200 ms.

2.2. Magneto-Rheological Damper Model

A MR damper is a device where a plunger moves inside a chamber filled with magneto-rheological fluid. This fluid is composed of microscopic magnetizable particles in suspension over a non-magnetic
carrier fluid. The MR fluid possesses the ability to change its rheological properties when subjected to the action of an external magnetic field. This action is reversible in the sense that, when the magnetic field ceases, the yield stress is reduced [18]. The magnetic field is generated through electromagnets added to the damper body and its intensity is a function of the electrical current applied to the electromagnets coil wires. The MR damping behaviour can then be modified by proper selection of the electrical current delivered to the electromagnets. It is worth noticing that MR dampers can only produce stiffness by the modulation of the MR nonlinear damping force over each half cycle [19–22].

In order to be able to design the controller, a mathematical model of this device must be considered. The dynamic behaviour of an MR damper must take into consideration several phenomena [23,24]. One of such phenomena is hysteresis due to non-linear friction mechanisms [25–28]. Additional information on MR actuators dynamics can be found at [29,30]. To model the hysteresis dynamics, a Bouc–Wen model was used leading to the overall MR damper lumped parameter model represented in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Lumped elements equivalent model for a magneto-rheological damper.](image)

In this model, the force is given by the first order differential equation:

$$F(t) = c_1 \frac{dy(t)}{dt} + k_1 (x(t) - x_0),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where,

$$\frac{dy(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{c_0 + c_1} \left[ az(t) + c_0 \frac{dx(t)}{dt} + k_0 (x(t) - y(t)) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

and,

$$\frac{dz(t)}{dt} = -\beta \frac{dx(t)}{dt} |z(t)|^{n-1} - \gamma \frac{dx(t)}{dt} |z(t)|^n + A \frac{dx(t)}{dt}. \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

The controller is used to change the damping force of the MR damper by changing the magnetic field applied to the MR fluid using an electromagnet in the piston head. This produces an apparent modification in the fluid viscosity that modifies the hysteretic response of the actuator under cyclic loading. The effect can be described by a pre-yield and post-yield behaviour that is current-dependent and can be controlled to increase or decrease the amount of energy that has been dissipated during each cycle (dissipative damping force). Although a stiffness effect is present in the actuator response (usually a small static value), the main purpose and contribution is to change the damping state. Also, as mentioned, $k_0$ describes the pre-yield stiffness of the MR damper that is also not controllable [31].

Notice that some of the model parameters are independent of the electrical current $I$. In particular, and during this work simulations, the coefficient $A$ will be equal to $10.013$, $\beta$ equal to $3.044 \text{ mm}^{-1}$, $\gamma$ is assumed to be equal to $0.103 \text{ mm}^{-1}$. The remain coefficient values are defined as $k_0 = 1.121 \text{ N/mm}$, $f_0 = 40 \text{ N}$, and $n = 2$. 
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The parameters that are dependent on the electrical current value are described by the following polynomial equations:

\[
a(I) = -826.67 \cdot I^3 + 905.14 \cdot I^2 + 412.53 \cdot I + 38.24, \tag{8}
\]

\[
c_0(I) = -11.73 \cdot I^3 + 10.51 \cdot I^2 + 11.02 \cdot I + 0.59, \tag{9}
\]

\[
c_1(I) = -54.4 \cdot I^3 + 57.03 \cdot I^2 + 64.57 \cdot I - 4.73. \tag{10}
\]

It is important to highlight that, before being applied to the MR actuator, the electrical current passes over a first-order low-pass filter with the transfer function which describes the coil current dynamics:

\[
H(s) = \frac{130}{s + 130}. \tag{11}
\]

It is worth to notice that the inter-storey drifts are the signals fed to the BEL controller which, in turn, is responsible to compute the control signal to be delivered to the MR actuator power driver. As a result of the central action played by this controller, the following section is dedicated to describing the main features and operating principles of a BEL controller.

2.3. The BEL-Based Control System

Emotions are considered to be an invaluable resource in species survival and adaptation which were incorporated by the evolutionary process as a way to shorten the reaction time. Hence, instead of using the more time-consuming brain processing path, the action by emotion would be a faster way. Since emotional behaviour is a key aspect in species robustness and adaptability, it would be central to translate this feature into machines. It was in this framework that [32], inspired by the limbic mathematical model developed by [33], devises a new control systems paradigm designated by brain–emotional learning-based intelligent control (BELBIC). Since then, this control strategy has been applied in a myriad of distinct engineering problems. For example in [16,17] a BEL controller performance was applied to semi-active vibration control and [34] have used BELBIC to control the voltage tracking in a boost converter. In [35] a sliding mode control-based on BELBIC was tested over robotic manipulators. The work of [36] describes the use of a BELBIC-based control system to track the position of an hydraulic system. On the other hand, Reference [37] a BELBIC controller was applied to an interline power-flow device. Aside from the above mentioned references, the brain–emotional paradigm has been applied in such diverse knowledge areas such as chemistry, mechanics, aerial systems, speech processing, among others [38–44].

The data path of a brain–emotional learning model is presented in Figure 4 where four main blocks can be identified: the thalamus, sensory cortex, orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala. Sensory inputs are processed into the thalamus, initiating the process of stimulus response. These signals are then transferred to the sensory cortex that divides them between the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex. The learning process is essentially performed in the orbitofrontal cortex by a reinforcement strategy-based on punishments and rewards. A throughout description of this model is outside the scope of the current paper and the reader can refer to [33] for a more detailed description.
Figure 4. Brain–emotional learning model block diagram.

It was this simplified model of the limbic system that was adapted to be used within a control loop. In the original vision of BELBIC, the control signal used in the actuation process was the one computed by the above illustrated limbic model. In this framework, the stimuli and reward signals are obtained directly or indirectly from the system states. Further details regarding the use of BELBIC in the three-storey vibration control problem will be presented in the next section.

2.4. Control System Architecture

The BELBIC overall performance depends on several factors such as the way both the stimuli and reward signals are defined [45,46].

In this paper, the stimulus signal was generated from the vibration recorded in the building structure, and the reward signal uses both the vibration signals and the actual value of the control signal. The overall control methodology is illustrated Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The brain–emotional learning-based intelligent control (BELBIC) control architecture for the three-storey building vibration control.](image-url)

Let us assume that, at current time instant \( t \), the displacement of floor \( i \in \{1, 2, 3\} \), relative to its rest position, is \( d_i(t) \). The relative position drift between floor \( i \) and the one immediately below will be denoted by \( y_i(t) \) which is equal to \( d_i - d_{i-1} \) for \( d_0 = 0 \). In this framework, the displacement vector \( y \) is
defined as \( \mathbf{y}(t) = \begin{bmatrix} y_1(t) & y_2(t) & y_3(t) \end{bmatrix}^T \) and the stimuli signal \( s(t) \) is obtained from the following linear combination:

\[
    s(t) = \mathbf{y}^T(t) \cdot \mathbf{w} + w_u \cdot u(t),
\]

where \( u(t) \) denotes the current controller output, \( w_u \) a coefficient that represents its importance in the overall stimulus signal, \( \mathbf{w} = \begin{bmatrix} w_1 & w_2 & w_3 \end{bmatrix}^T \) is a vector with \( w_i \) as a weight factor that defines the relative importance given to the drift \( y_i(t) \).

On the other hand, the emotional signal \( e(t) \) is computed according to:

\[
    e(t) = \mathbf{y}^T(t) \cdot \mathbf{v} + v_u \int_{-\infty}^{t} u(\tau) d\tau,
\]

where \( \mathbf{v} = \begin{bmatrix} v_1 & v_2 & v_3 \end{bmatrix}^T \) has the same meaning as \( \mathbf{w} \) in the previous expression and the coefficient \( v_u \) denotes the contribution of the integral of \( u(t) \) in global magnitude of the emotional signal.

There are some questions raised when considering a BELBIC architecture for a given control system problem. First, the definition of both the emotional and sensory signals such that they are able to represent the system’s state and the control’s objective. In the current problem, those stimuli signals are characterized through Equations (12) and (13). Secondly, one must be aware that the controller performance strongly depends on several parameters such as the amygdala and orbitofrontal learning rates. Their adjustment can be made by following several methods such as ad-hoc parameters selection, Lyapunov theory or fuzzy logic [47,48]. Evolutionary algorithms are also a common practice, such as the particle swarm optimization (PSO) which will be the adopted method in this work.

### 2.5. The PSO Optimization Algorithm

Since the seventies of the twentieth century, evolutionary-based search methods have been used to address function optimization for a large number of different engineering problems. There is a large number of different optimization algorithms biologically inspired. One of such methods is the PSO algorithm which is based on the collective behaviour of flocks and herds [49]. This method starts from a set of initial solutions, called particles, and moves them along the search space using a set of rules that mimics the social behaviour found in the synchronized movement of some animal species [50,51]. In particular, at a given evolutionary time \( t \), the position and momentum of each particle \( i \) in the swarm is updated according to:

\[
    \mathbf{v}_i(t+1) = \mathbf{v}_i(t) + \varphi_1 \cdot \mathbf{c}_i(t) + \varphi_2 \cdot \mathbf{s}_i(t),
\]

\[
    \mathbf{x}_i(t+1) = \mathbf{x}_i(t) + \mathbf{v}_i(t+1),
\]

where, for a problem of dimension \( d \), the \( \mathbf{v}_i = [v_{i1}, \ldots, v_{id}] \) represent the particle \( i \) velocity and \( \mathbf{x}_i = [x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{id}] \) regards the actual position of particle \( i \).

From Equation (14a), it is possible to see that the particle’s momentum depends on the value of \( \varphi_1 \in [0,2] \) and \( \varphi_2 \in [0,2] \) whose relative values can promote the cognition-only component over the social-only and vice-versa [52]. The cognition-only component, represented by the vector \( \mathbf{c}_i = [c_{i1}, \ldots, c_{id}] \), describes the amount of the particle motion that is owed to the particle’s experience. The social-only component, expressed by \( \mathbf{s}_i = [s_{i1}, \ldots, s_{id}] \), depends on the knowledge of the remain particles in the swarm. Each of those two factors are computed according to:

\[
    \mathbf{c}_i(t) = \mathbf{p}_i(t) - \mathbf{x}_i(t),
\]

\[
    \mathbf{s}_i(t) = \mathbf{g}(t) - \mathbf{x}_i(t),
\]

where \( \mathbf{p}_i = [p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{id}] \) is the vector of the best achieved position of particle \( i \) and \( \mathbf{g}(t) = [g_{1d}, \ldots, g_{id}] \) represent the best position, at iteration \( t \), within the global set of particles [53].
The simulation results presented in Section 3 were obtained using the function `particleswarm()` from the MATLAB® global optimization toolbox. From the MATHWORKS® documentation, this function follows the formulation introduced in [49] and extends it by following the proposals of [54,55].

The application of PSO in the context of BEL-based controller design is not a novelty and has already been considered in several articles [39,56–59]. The main difference on this work, regarding the above references, concerns the formulation of the objective function. In the present article, the cost function used was:

\[
J = \frac{1}{n_{\text{floors}}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{\text{floors}}} \int_{t_{\text{sim}}}^{a_i(t)} \left( a_i(t) - a_{i-1}(t) \right)^2 dt + k \cdot \int_{t_{\text{sim}}}^{u(t)} \left| \frac{du(t)}{dt} \right|^2 dt, \tag{16}
\]

where \( a_i(t) \) refers to the building acceleration measured at the \( i \)-th storey, \( a_0(t) \) is the ground acceleration \( a_g(t) \) and \( u(t) \) the control signal. In the above expression, \( t_{\text{sim}} \) is the simulation time and \( n_{\text{floors}} \) the total number of building floors and \( k \) a constant that can be used to increase or decrease the influence of the control signal variability in the overall cost function. In the simulations performed, this value was set to 0.001.

During the simulations, the PSO algorithm was parametrized assuming \( \phi_1 \) equal to \( \phi_2 \) and equal to 0.745. The inertia weight starts with a value of 0.1 and increases linearly up to 1.1 with the epochs counter. The addressed problem dimension is 13 and a swarm size of 100 particles was found to be suitable to consistently solve the optimization problem. Further details on the optimization parameters used are presented in the following section.

3. Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the technique addressed in this article, we first observed the building dynamic response to the earthquake signal represented in Figure 2 if no MR actuator is present. When the building was excited with this signal, the simulated inter-storey drift felt at each floor is represented in Figure 6. The drift magnitude was larger in the first floor and can reach a relative peak-to-peak amplitude of more than 5 mm.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
**Figure 6.** The inter-storey drift dynamic response of the building, without MR damper, to the earthquake signal represented at Figure 2.

Additionally, each floor simulated relative velocity and acceleration are plotted at Figures 7 and 8.
The root mean square values (RMS) of each floor registered signal, during the 10 s simulation time, are presented at Table 1. From the obtained data, it was possible to see that the peak speed and acceleration values of 0.2 ms$^{-1}$ and 9.99 ms$^{-2}$ were attained both at the first floor.

In order to mitigate the structural disturbance effect caused by the ground motion, a magneto-rheological actuator is considered embedded in the building as described during Section 2.1. In the current problem, the system can be viewed as non-collocated since the actuator is not affecting directly all the building stories. The role of the added actuator is to change the building dynamic response by increasing its energy dissipation capability. The actuator’s dissipating energy behaviour
can be changed by modifying its damping factor through the application of an external electrical current. The amount of electrical current that must be injected depends on the current building state and on the controller algorithm. Assuming that all the building states can be measured (or indirectly observed), the controller must decide, based on those states, the suitable current to be applied to the actuator. The current work deals with the use of a multiple input-single output BELBIC controller to derive the amount of current to feed to the actuator. Those multiple inputs are algebraically manipulated in order to generate the required cues for the artificial limbic system. Section 2.4 describes the mapping performed to produce the relevant BELBIC excitation signals.

It is important to notice that the use of the BELBIC control paradigm applied to three-storey building vibration, has been already addressed by [60]. In the referred article, the BEL parameters were empirically tuned and the simulation results, to the same earthquake signal, are presented in Figures 9–11. Those figures present the floor displacement, velocity and acceleration respectively assuming a BELBIC controller parameterized according to the values presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Vth</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>v3</th>
<th>vu</th>
<th>w1</th>
<th>w2</th>
<th>w3</th>
<th>wu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. BELBIC controller parameters empirically estimated.

**Figure 9.** The building closed-loop displacement response to the earthquake, assuming an empirically tuned BELBIC controller.

**Figure 10.** The building closed-loop velocity response to the earthquake, assuming an empirically tuned BELBIC controller.
Following the same procedure as for the open-loop simulation, the RMS value for each of those signals was computed and the values are presented in Table 3. Regarding the attained peak values, now the building displacement was below 3.5 mm with a maximum inter-storey velocity of 0.162 ms$^{-1}$ and acceleration of 9.98 ms$^{-2}$.

**Table 3.** Closed-loop RMS and peak values assuming an ad-hoc tuned brain–emotional learning-based intelligent control (BELBIC) controller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-storey drift/cm</th>
<th>$x_1(t) - x_5(t)$</th>
<th>$x_2(t) - x_1(t)$</th>
<th>$x_3(t) - x_2(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.0538</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-storey velocity/ms$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$v_1(t) - v_5(t)$</th>
<th>$v_2(t) - v_1(t)$</th>
<th>$v_3(t) - v_2(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-storey acceleration/ms$^{-2}$</th>
<th>$a_1(t) - a_5(t)$</th>
<th>$a_2(t) - a_1(t)$</th>
<th>$a_3(t) - a_2(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the values of Table 1 with the ones of Table 3 it is possible to see that the displacement average RMS value was 48.5% lower than the one observed while operating without the MR actuator. Moreover, the structure’s RMS average velocity and acceleration was reduced in 30% and 3.1% respectively. The displacement average peak value was 31% lower in this second simulation and the velocity and acceleration maximum values also exhibited a reduction of 9.7% and 0.5%.

Despite the improvements observed when operating in closed-loop using a BELBIC controller, there were some improvements that could be made. One of them regarded the control signal used to drive the actuator and the other the further reduction in both the RMS and peak values obtained after a more systematic parameter tuning method.

Regarding the former, a plot of the controller generated signal is presented at Figure 12.
Figure 12. Control signal generated by the empirically tuned BELBIC. The top plot regards a total time of 10 s and the bottom plot, a narrower interval.

As can be seen, the control signal exhibited an appreciable high frequency content. High frequency control signals, within the actuator bandwidth, should be prevented since they will promote wear and tear and can lead to premature failure. Further reduction of both the building vibration and control signal switching behaviour can be accomplished by proper selection of the BELBIC controller parameters. Due to the large problem dimensionality, it is unlikely for a simple trial and error procedure to achieve proper values for 13 parameters simultaneously. Hence, a more systematic procedure resorting to an optimization scheme must be used instead. In this frame of reference, the PSO algorithm described in Section 2.5 was used where the 13 controller parameters were encoded by the PSO particles and they evolved, during the optimization method, such that the value of the objective Equation (16) decreased.

A total of 100 particles were used in this procedure and an average value of 500 epochs have been executed for each tryout. Several tryouts have been executed where, in average, more than 85% of them consistently converged to the same solution. The solution obtained from this approach is presented, approximated to two significant digits, in the last row of Table 4. In the same table, the first two rows define the search limits considered for each variable: the first row represents the lower bound and the second the upper bound values.

Table 4. BELBIC controller parameters obtained using particle swarm optimization (PSO).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Vth</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>v3</th>
<th>vυ</th>
<th>w1</th>
<th>w2</th>
<th>w3</th>
<th>wυ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.00018</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
<td>1.307</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>1.985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simulation results can be observed from Figures 13–15 and both the RMS and peak values are presented in Table 5. Comparing those values with the ones presented at Table 1, it was possible to see a 44% reduction on the average peak displacement value, 56.8% reduction on the RMS displacement value, 38.7% on the average peak velocity and 48.4% on its RMS value. The average peak and RMS accelerations have also been reduced by 6% and 26% respectively.

Figure 13. Inter-storey drift, under seismic excitation, using the particle swarm optimization (PSO)/BELBIC controller.

Figure 14. Inter-storey velocity, under seismic excitation, using the PSO/BELBIC controller.

Figure 15. Inter-storey acceleration, under seismic excitation, using the PSO/BELBIC controller.

Comparing those numbers with the previous ones, is was possible to conclude that the BELBIC controller tuned using the PSO will lead to an overall improvement regarding the vibration damping characteristics of the building. In particular, comparing the ad-hoc procedure with the PSO-based
one, a 16% reduction was observed on the average RMS inter-storey drift and 19% on its average peak value. Additionally, average 25% reduction in the average RMS inter-storey velocity and 23% average in inter-storey acceleration.

Table 5. Closed-loop RMS and peak values assuming an PSO tuned BELBIC controller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-storey drift/cm</th>
<th>$x_1(t) - x_5(t)$</th>
<th>$x_2(t) - x_3(t)$</th>
<th>$x_3(t) - x_2(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.0442</td>
<td>0.0499</td>
<td>0.0307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-storey velocity/ms$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$v_1(t) - v_5(t)$</th>
<th>$v_2(t) - v_1(t)$</th>
<th>$v_3(t) - v_2(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>0.0885</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.0918</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-storey acceleration/ms$^{-2}$</th>
<th>$a_1(t) - a_5(t)$</th>
<th>$a_2(t) - a_1(t)$</th>
<th>$a_3(t) - a_2(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>1.291</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>8.879</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>8.823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the problems in the ad-hoc tuning procedure was the fact that the parameters found to be suitable to reduce the building vibration have led to a high variability control signal. Using the PSO method, the simulated control signal is much more stable than the previous one as can be seen from Figure 16.

![Figure 16. Control signal generated by the PSO/BELBIC control strategy.](image)

In order to illustrate the control force characteristics, Figure 17 presents the MR damper force versus its relative motion in closed-loop assuming the PSO/BELBIC controller.

![Figure 17. MR force versus its relative motion when operating in closed-loop using a PSO/BELBIC controller.](image)
Results Discussion

The use of PSO for computing the parameters of a building vibration BELBIC controller has already been explored in one of the authors previous works [17]. In the referred work, it was shown that this approach led to a set of controller parameters, that were able to outperform an empirical parameters selection method, based on trial-and-error. However, in the previously referred work, only a one-storey building was assumed which represents only a small subset of the typical civil structures. This work extends the concept of using the BELBIC, tuned with PSO, for a multiple storey building. Moreover, it has been assumed that the system possesses only one magneto–rheological actuator in the base floor which led to a non-collocated system. The control of non-collocated systems poses additional challenges, since it is required to control variable that are not directly manipulable. In this case, the top floors vibration needs to be reduced by means of changing the damping coefficient of an actuator located in the ground floor. After analyzing the obtained simulation results, it is possible to conclude that, even in this situation, the BELBIC controller provides good results and that the PSO was able to consistently derive a solution such as to minimize the vibration signal RMS value and reduce the high frequency content of the signal applied to the actuator. Presently, this control architecture has been analyzed for the case where the earthquake signal is 2D and the building is subject to vibration in the $x$–$y$ plane.

4. Conclusions

Being able to counteract the effect of building’s vibration under seismic disturbances is a very important task. The ability to react to those unwanted natural effects can be improved by providing ways for the structure to dynamically counteract the seismic effect. Nowadays, many state-of-the-art anti-seismic strategies involve the inclusion of magneto–rheological actuators in the building structure. This paper has addressed the problem of controlling the vibration of a non-collocated three-storey building by means of a brain–emotional controller tuned using an evolutionary algorithm. Simulation results obtained have shown that this approach leads to a 58% reduction in the peak displacement and 68% in the displacement RMS signal value. It has been shown that those values are significantly better than the ones obtained by just empirically tune the BELBIC controller. Indeed, an overall improvement of almost 20% was achieved by the PSO tuning strategy compared to the ah-hoc one. Moreover, the control signal has much less variance which is a requirement for a real-world implementation.

Taking into consideration the simulation results obtained with the present controller design method, the next step is to validate this technique using experimental data gathered from deploying this solution to a small-scale structure built over a Quanser Shake Table II system. The BELBIC controller will be embedded into a microcontroller and the system states will be measured by an array of sensors, such as accelerometers and Linear Variable Deferential Transformers (LVDT).
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BELBIC</td>
<td>brain–emotional learning-based intelligent Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEL</td>
<td>brain–emotional learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>particle swarm optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>proportional, integral and derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>magneto–rheological</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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